Since its creation in 1948, Sciences Po Toulouse has continuously grown in size and prestige and now welcomes just over 1,700 students who are rigorously selected to enroll through a national entrance examination common to 7 Sciences Po Institutes in France. The main peculiarity of the Sciences Po model is that it is an interdisciplinarian approach to excellence in education which provides future generalists with the high level of grounding in skills that they need in History, Law, Economic Sciences, Sociology, Political Science International Relations and Foreign languages.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- The Sciences Po Diploma is a 5 year degree which provides access to 11 different specialization programmes, all of which lead to a Master's Degree: Administrative Careers, Europe and Territories: Expertise and Public decision making, Economic development and International Cooperation, International Business and Company strategy, International relations, Risk, Sciences, Environment and Health, Discrimination and Gender policy, Communication, Journalism, Culture and the Production of Knowledge.
- National Master's Degree with a choice of 4 special subjects: Consultancy and Expertise in Public Action (CEAP); Geopolitics and International Relations (GRI): Political Sociology of Representations and Cultural Expertise (SOPOREC).
- Double degree with the University of Bologna, between the Master CEAP and the 'Laurea magistrale' equivalent of the University of Bologna.
- The Master CEAP has been delocalized to two different areas with the support of AUF: in conjunction with the New University of Bulgaria in Sofia and IFAG, and with French-Gabonese Saint-Exupéry University in Libreville.
- The Certificate in Political Studies (CEP) is a University diploma that is intended for international students and that lasts an academic year, corresponding to 60 ECTS.
- The one-year degree in 'International and Comparative studies' is intended for students that do not have a sufficient level of French but who wish to spend a semester or a year studying in France.

◆ RESEARCH
- The Laboratory of the Social Sciences of Polity, LaSSP carries out a variety of disciplinary approaches to political matters. It draws together the whole range of specialists in Comparative Politics and European Studies. Area 1: Governments, Public Administrations and Politics (Governments and Comparative Administrations in Europe: Territorialised Public Action) - Area 2: Media, Culture and Politics
- LEREPS, Laboratory in Economic, political and Social-System Research. Area 1: Space and Territories - Area 2: Organisation dynamics

◆ STRENGTHS
- Interdisciplinarian approach to excellence in education
- Courses in French as a foreign language
- More than 130 partner Universities
- More than 200 international students

◆ LOCATION
Toulouse, the capital of France's Midi Pyrénées region, is a crossroads of trade and culture in the area bounded by the Atlantic Ocean, Spain, and France's Mediterranean coast. Toulouse ranks as France's best city for students, with more than 110,000 students. One in four Toulouse residents is a student.
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